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Abstract
In this paper, we present an approximation of the relationship between language and identity
in Galicia. Specifically, we focus on the discursive strategies reproduced by subjects in
processes of identity construction. In light of the fast socio-economic changes caused by the
current phase of globalization, there is a need for identities to be (re)-defined, and within this
context minority languages have begun to take special relevance in traditional spheres,
becoming a category of resistance. Here we shall analyze the strategies developed by social
actors in order to maintain an identity of their own within the context of globalization, with
particular attention to the Galician language and its social representations. Furthermore, we
shall verify if these representations differ from the rural to the urban world, or if these two
worlds also tend to merge (processes of suburbanization and contra-urbanization).
Key words: identity, discourse analysis, Galicia, resistance, globalization.
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Resumo
Neste artigo presentamos unha aproximación á relación entre lingua e identidade cultural en
Galicia baseada na análise de nove grupos de discusión. En concreto, estamos interesados nas
estratexias discursivas que reproducen os suxeitos nos procesos de construcción identitaria.
Ante os rápidos cambios socioeconómicos que está provocando a fase actual da globalización,
as identidades deben (re)definirse, e neste contexto as linguas minorizadas comezan a adquirir
unha especial relevancia nos espacios tradicionais, converténdose nunha categoría de
resistencia. Así, analizaremos as estratexias que desenvolven os actores sociais co fin de
manter unha identidade propia no contexto da globalización, centrándonos especialmente na
lingua galega e nas súas representacións sociais. Por outra banda, comprobaremos se estas
representacións son diferentes no mundo rural e no urbano, ou ben estes dous mundos tenden
tamén a fusionarse (procesos de suburbanización e contraurbanización).
Palabras clave: identidade, análise do discurso, Galicia, resistencia, globalización.

1. Introduction
In this paper we present an approximation of the relationship between language
and identity in Galicia. Specifically, we focus on the discursive strategies used to claim
language as a diacritic in constructing a cultural identity of resistance among the
Galician rural population (Hall, 1992, 1996; Castells, 1997). In order to analyze such
strategies, we have taken discourses produced in nine discussion groups as our starting
point. These discussion groups took place in various places in Galicia throughout
20001. The discussion group, as a data generating technique, is characterised by its
ability to provide access to collective discourse practices, with a high rate of expressive
spontaneity and self-regulation. Although this is a technique with a relevant tradition in
social research (Morgan, 1998; Callejo, 2001), only recently has it been applied in
sociolinguistics, particularly in works dealing with the analysis of the linguistic
construction of identity (de Cillia et al., 1998; Kjaerbeck, 2001).
Galicia is an Autonomous Community, located in northwest Spain. It is
characterised by a demographic structure which is noted for the presence of rural
settlements. At the turn of the 21st century, almost half of the Galician population
now lives in municipal districts of less than 5,000 inhabitants. These are structured
into several dozens of thousands of localities, often inhabited by a very low number
of families2. This rural tradition has played a vital role in constructing a collective
cultural identity. Indeed, until very recently, Galician urban culture has been fed by
the values rooted in a rural tradition and continues today feeding off rural symbols,
among which the Galician language takes pride of place (Rodríguez Campos, 1999).
1 See §3 and Appendix 1. These nine discussion groups comprise the most important part of the corpus

in a more extensive research programme (Iglesias, 2002).
2 In Galicia, from 1970 onwards, several socio-demographic changes have occurred, with the result that

many rural districts (< 5,000 inhabitants), generally of emigrant tradition, have changed their trend, which
has been partially responsible for its socioeconomic and demographic recovery (Ferrás Sexto, 1996).
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The notable vitality of the Galician language within the Galician territory as a
whole, has been linked to this eminently traditional nature of a self-sufficient based
economy and to the rational exploitation of natural resources. Over the last few
decades, economic changes in Galicia is at the same time bringing about linguistic
change, which has given rise to an accentuated dichotomy between the urban and
rural habitats. While at the turn of the 20th century Galician was a widely used
language among the population that was —as noted above— mostly rural, at the turn
of the 21st century, this situation has changed considerably as a result of the
dismantling of the traditional systems of production. This has led to a notable
internal migratory flow, moving from the rural to the emerging —and somewhat late
in comparison with other European regions— urban centres. The wish to integrate
into the urban network as swiftly as possible leads new town-dwellers to take on the
reference system associated with towns which includes the Spanish language. From
that point onwards, Galician was labelled as the rural language, while Spanish was
labelled as the urban language3. This label, for a long time a stigmatized one, has
now become a potential resource of localist identity which, in the rural world,
promotes the construction of a conscious, demand-orientated identity within Galicia.
This process of constructing identity should be viewed in the light of the
globalization process and its repercussions on the local.
One of the most significant characteristics of modern day societies is their
sustenance in a new technological digital industry, with internet as their most
widespread tool. This new technology has given rise to notable changes in social
representations and in discourses. Indeed, it is common to characterise the current era
by a dialectic between the global and the local which is causing change in the way we
view what is closest to us. Globalizing policies are fed by the diversity offered from the
local, in a synergy termed by some as “glocalization” or “re-localization” (Beck, 1999)
and one where local discourses become particularly relevant in the resistance to
homogenization, in turn making it possible to construct new identities. In other words,
attempts are made, from the peripheries, to put forward solutions to the globalization
network by setting up local communicative areas of one’s own, thus giving central
importance to localization in contemporary societies (Lash & Urry, 1994).

2. Identity/identities
A good deal has been penned on identity and identities, from diverse
disciplinary fields. Review of the bibliography over the last few decades reveals a
3 This simplification should not cover up the diversity of the communication practices found in Galicia.

Even in highly Castilianized towns, Galician also has its domains, this being both the traditional
varieties, as in the family environment of rural immigrants and of their descendants, and the
institutionalized variety, commonly found, for example, in public discourse.
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“discursive explosion” (Hall, 1996), with one constant: promoting a critique of the
classical consideration of the concept of identity, which understood identity as
something unified, permanent and essential. This critique arose precisely within a
context of crisis in the legitimization of the system of values particular to traditional
societies which has led to the fracturing of some representation models previously
assumed to be unchangeable.
In this particular instance, the relationship between language and identity has
frequently drawn the attention of social research. Over the last few years, the question
of identity arises once again at the core of scientific programmes linked to
sociolinguistics, discourse analysis or to the field of cultural studies “in the attempt to
rearticulate the relationship between subjects and discursive practices” (Hall, 1996:
2). Some recent examples include, among others, Blommaert & Verschueren (1998),
de Cillia, Reisigl & Wodak (1999), Argenter (2000), Fernández (2000), Barker &
Galasin¤ski (2001), Blackledge & Pavlenko (2001), Piller (2001), Sunderland &
Litosseliti (2002) and Sebba & Tate (2002).
But just what is understood by identity? There is no doubt about the fact that we
are dealing with one of those concepts where, in common with “communication”,
“discourse” or “language”, inter alia, the colloquial use of the term has blurred the
outlines of its technical meanings. Furthermore among the technical meanings
themselves there are notable differences. When posing the “question of cultural
identity”, Hall (1992) starts from three very different concepts of identity, each linked
to a particular type of social subject. In the first place, the identity related to the
Enlightenment subject, characterised by being a subject,
fully centred, unified individual, endowed with the capacities of reason, consciousness
and action, whose ‘centre’ consisted of an inner core which first emerged when the
subject was born, and unfolded with it, while remaining essentially the same throughout
the individual’s existence.
(Hall, 1992: 275)

Thus, this conception reflects an individualistic subject, with an equally
individualistic identity. The other two historically identified subjects, according to
Hall, are the “sociological subject” and the “post-modern subject”. Both are the
result of the complexity of modern day societies. Although both conceptions present
notable similarities —in comparison with the first— they also maintain their
differences. The main difference is that the sociological subject,
still has an inner core or essence that is the ‘real me’, but this is formed and modified in
a continuous dialogue with the cultural worlds ‘outside’ and the identities which they
offer.
(Hall, 1992: 276)

As far as the post-modern subject is concerned, he/she “assumes different
identities at different times, identities which are not unified around a coherent “self ”
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(277)4. Despite the foregoing statement, we are not always aware of the multiplicity
of our identities, since the socialization agents —family, educational system, media,
etc.—, favour producing a narrative that induces us to imagine ourselves (Anderson,
1991) as a unified identity. This narrative of a structured, coherent and unified
identity is an ideology with a good deal of the fantastic (Hall, 1992).
Nevertheless, here, we take identities to be constructs, often fragmented, of
discursive projection, deriving from a conglomerate of social representations that are
acquired —mostly in an unconscious manner— during the socialization process and
that are gradually altered in the course of our existence. If identities are constructed
in discourse, it is in discourse that we have to look in order to understand these
identities, analyzing the structures made by the social subjects within a given
historical context:
Precisely because identities are constructed within, not outside, discourse, we need to
understand them as produced in specific historical and institutional sites within specific
discursive formations and practices, by specific enunciative strategies. (Hall, 1996: 4)

If we assume that different cultures convey different representations, we may
equally assume that identities are culturally determined. In the words of Barker &
Galasin¤ski (2001: 87) “identities are wholly cultural and cannot ‘exist’ outside of
representations”. In this sense, identities have a relative nature, i.e., they entail a
“positioning” rather than an essence (Hall, 1990)5. Furthermore, in line with its
inherent contradiction, the subject in modern day societies is a decentred subject, who
assumes different identities at different times. Identities are not always coherent, and
are often unstable and diffused. This conglomeration of representations, transformed
into significant units, at all times mould opposing identities. In other words, identities
arise in the presence of the other, of the opposite, of its negation, in a negotiated
dialectic that is at all times an unfinished process of construction and deconstruction:
identities are constructed through, not outside, difference. This entails the radically
disturbing recognition that it is only through the relation to the Other, the relation to
what it is not, to precisely what it lacks, to what has been called its constitutive outside
that the ‘positive’ meaning of any term —and thus its identity— can be constructed.
(Hall, 1996: 4-5, emphasis in original)
4 For this reason, we tend towards using the term in the plural rather than in the singular, since the
former “captures the idea of people identifying simultaneously with a variety of social groups. One or
more of these identities may be foregrounded at different times; they are sometimes contradictory,
sometimes interrelated” (Ivanic, 1998: 11).
5 We therefore opt for a non-essentialist conception of identities. It is essential to make this distinction

since “directly contrary to what appears to be its settled semantic career, this concept of identity does
not signal the stable core of the self, unfolding from beginning to end through all the vicissitudes of
history without change” (Hall, 1996: 3).
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In accordance with Castells (1997: 8), we consider three ways of forming
identities, taking into consideration that the social construction of identity always
occurs in situations where power relationships are present:
a) Legitimizing identity: introduced by the dominant institutions of society to extend and
rationalize vis à vis social actors.
b) Resistance identity: generated by those actors that are in positions/conditions devaluated
and/or stigmatized by the logic of domination, thus building trenches of resistance and
survival on the basis of principles different from, or opposed to, those permeating the
institutions of society.
c) Project identity: when social actors, on the basis of whichever cultural materials are
available to them, build a new identity that redefines their position in society and, by so
doing, seek the transformation of overall social structure.

The latter type would entail one step further in terms of resistance identity, as it
would mean evolving from the passivity of resistance to action which calls for a
change of society. Castells assumes that these will be the identity constructions of
the future.
In this paper, we focus on the analysis of discursive strategies related to
reproducing the first two types. Legitimizing identities prevailed during the 20th
century and still continue to be interiorized by social groups, even when traditional
social systems start to succumb. Resistance identities would be contra-hegemonic
identities, opposed to the powers-that-be and to their dominant semiotic (Gal, 1998).
For Blackledge (2000: 29), subordinated groups “may not always accept the
symbolic power of the dominant group, but may symbolically resist the power by
adopting linguistic practices which are counter to those of the dominant group”.
These identity constructions become particularly relevant in globalizing
situations such as the current one. In this regard, Hall (1992: 300), in his analysis of
the consequences of the final stages of globalization, puts forward three possible
solutions:
1. National identities are being eroded as a result of the growth of cultural homogenization
and “the global post-modern”.
2. National and other “local” or particularistic identities are being strengthened by the
resistance to globalization.
3. National identities are declining but new identities of hybridity are taking their place.

In the rest of this paper, we will verify just to what extent, in Galicia, these
solutions have been incorporated into semi-public discourse. Our objective, however,
is to focus on an analysis of the second, i.e., on the creation of new local resistance
identities as opposed to homogenization.
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3. Methodology
As stated earlier, our data is derived from nine discussion groups held in Galicia
in 2001. A discussion group is:
a socialized conversation project where setting up a group communication situation is
used to capture and analyse ideological discourses and symbolic representations that are
linked to any social phenomenon.
(Alonso, 1998: 93, our translation)

The important point in research, therefore, through discussion groups, is to
analyze salient social representations in the conversational communicative situation.
In our case, this is a matter of the discursive production of representations on
identity and language.
In the Spanish-speaking world, the discussion group enjoys a long tradition in
sociological research, particularly since Ibáñez’s theoretical re-casting (1979)6. The
origins of the technique, however, are to be found in the North American sociology
of between the wars, although in this case, the technique goes by the name of focus
group, as coined by Merton (Morgan, 1998; Myers, 1998). In the field of Galician
sociolinguistics research, the discussion group has scarcely been applied, despite
being an extremely useful technique to supplement the numerous and diverse
quantitative studies conducted, over the last few decades, on the Galician linguistic
conflict, particularly regarding research into linguistic attitudes and ideologies (see,
for example, Seminario de Sociolingüística, 1996).
Within the area of conversational techniques, we tend towards the discussion
group mainly for two reasons. Firstly, because the interaction between various
informants experienced in a group reduces the effects of observation. The debate
between the participants and the scarce intervention of the moderator help to draw
out the different positions of the subjects, which also highlight their contradictions.
In the words of Callejo:
Several people taking part in an observation situation structured in such a manner as to
allow for spontaneous expression, opens the door to contradictions. Furthermore, it is as
if, by allowing the group to speak, there were a search for its incoherencies.
(Callejo, 2002: 93, our translation)

This is the main advantage of the discussion group as opposed to the interview,
as it favours rationalization in its responses. Interviewees attempt to give a coherent
“face” or style to the interviewer, resorting to discursive strategies aimed at “saving
face” (Goffman, 1967).
6 As this is understood in the Spanish-speaking tradition, the theoretical grounding of the discussion
group lies in fields of knowledge closely linked with the sources of structuralism: psychoanalysis,
semiology and linguistics.
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Secondly, we tend towards the discussion group inasmuch as it produces a
collective discourse. Since our objective is to analyze group social phenomena and,
in short, to gather a reconstruction of a social group, one appropriate way to go
about this is by setting up a group. For this reason, we conceive the group as a
“witness micro-group” of the “reference macro-group” (Ortí, 1989: 188).
The design of these groups involved control variables such as educational level,
age and type of habitat, these being the most appropriate for explaining linguistic
distribution in Galicia (Seminario de Sociolingüística, 1995). Characteristics of the
nine groups are shown below schematically.
20-30 years
of age

30-40 years
of age

Over 40’s

Higher education

GD1

GD5

Primary or secondary
education

GD2

GD3

GD4

Higher education

GD6

Primary or secondary
education

GD7

GD8

GD9

Urban habitat

Rural habitat

4. Analysis
In the majority of public narratives dealing with the Galician identity, the
autochthonous language takes a predominant place. The Galician language is
conceived as the cohesive element of the multiple dimensions of said identity. These
narratives are often re-contextualized in private or semi-private discourses where,
nevertheless, an immense diversity of positions appears in this respect (de Cillia et
al., 1999). So different identities develop in the course of the discussion groups
which, in some cases, we can associate with certain sociolinguistic profiles, in terms
of the language used and type of habitat —rural/urban— although without following
the traditional formulae linking language to identity, but rather, as we shall see later,
in a more complex manner. Also, in accordance with the base theoretical framework,
our data confirm the co-existence of diverse identities in the same given social
group, identities that are not only accumulative, but also dynamic and, in many
cases, contradictory.
4.1. Construction of a localist identity by ruralites
Those who confer the Galician language with the fundamental diacritic value of
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self-acknowledgement do so by constructing a localist resistance identiy (Castells,
1997), essentially developed by the rural inhabitants more sensitive to symbols and
traditional values. In effect, we note the construction of a local identity among the
Galician speaking ruralites, according to the so-called process of re-localization
(Beck, 1998). As we shall see, in the case of this identity, language —Galician—
plays a vital role as a diacritic, linked to the type of habitat —small village. These
are the most important, but certainly not its only elements, as a complex identity
with multiple identity reference points are involved.
The enormous relevance of these two reference points is evidenced in the
process of self-categorization, i.e., in the presentation and negotiation of identities in
the discourse. We agree with Ciapuscio and Kesselheim (1997: 110) when they state
that, “the main question is: in which group (out of the possible ones) are they
included at a given moment of the interaction and with which discursive function”
(our translation). Thus, in a debate focusing on the situation of languages in Galicia,
ruralites present themselves, in their initial interventions, as belonging to the
country, using an explicit form of self-categorization —“son da aldea” [“I’m from
the country”] (DG4: 49, DG7-22)— and as Galician speakers, insist on their close
relationship with this language. They present two categories, namely speaking
Galician and being from the country where one category implies the other. A
discursive cause-effect strategy is promoted, where the habitat of belonging —the
rural world— and of language —Galician— give rise to forming a group —
ruralites— as opposed to the urbanites who would constitute the exogroup.
Explicitly, being from the country implies speaking Galician and —implicitly— not
being from the country implies speaking Spanish. The pronoun “nós” (“we”) and the
place adverb “aquí” (“here”) take on a special relevance in their discourse as
markers of the endogroup. They do not, however, use the word “a country person”
(“aldeán” or “aldeano”) as an identifying term, but rather they resort to the
circumlocution of “from the village” (“da aldea”), perhaps because of the negative
connotations that, for a long time, have been associated with the term7:
“aquí toda a xente:: das aldeas daquí e aquí se fala galego” (DG7: 43) [“here
everybody:: from the villages from here and Galician is spoken here”]

7 The self-categorizing term “aldeano” (“a country person”) is only used in an urban context and,
consequently, by rural emigrants. In this case, the urbanites are the first to use the term, who also associate
it with old prejudices, so that its use by those who present themselves as ruralites may be interpreted as a
demand: “o galego sigue esis- sigue esistindo gracias ós ós aldeanos á xente coma min” [“Galician still
exi- still exists thanks to people from the country, – people like me”] (DG4: 628). The informant is
included in the group of those “people from the country”, who are termed as “country bumpkins” and
“country folk”. But now associating them with something more positive: keeping Galicia’s native
language, Galician, alive. As we explained when describing the profile of each group (appendix 1), in
Discussion Group 4, we intentionally mix rural emigrants with born and bred urbanites.
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“falei toda a vida o:: gallego” (DG8: 1337) “falamos o galego máis que nada no rural”
(DG8: 361) [“I’ve spoken Galician all my life”] [“we speak Galician more than anything
in the country”]
“falando aquí co: con todos aquí nos entendemos en gallego” (DG8: 108) [“talking here
with everybody here we understand each other in Galician”]
“o teu (...) idioma é unha cultura:: é a cultura dos (xx) dos nosos pais dos nosos avós
todo o mundo aquí: e:h as: (miserias as) pasamos en gallego (non as pasamos) (...) en
castellano” (DG9: 1730-4) [“your […] language is a culture:: it’s a culture of our parents
of our grandparents everybody here: and the [miseries] we suffer them in Galician (we
don’t suffer them) in Spanish”]

It should be noted that rural emigrants, despite their now residing in a town,
construct a discourse leaning more towards country dwellers, generally including
themselves within the group of ruralites, “eu por exemplo son da aldea e toda a vida
falei galego toda a vida” (DG4: 49) [“I, for example, am from the country and I’ve
spoken Galician all my life”] (DG4: 49).
In fact, speaking Galician is presented as one of the prerequisites to become
integrated in “life in the country”, since Galician in this habitat is not only the
language par excelence in the family environment, but is also the language of
relationships between friends, so that its use attains the status of a social behaviour
norm. Thus, in the small villages, the use of Spanish becomes a marked behaviour,
an “abstract code” (Rodríguez Campos, 1999) and, therefore, something that attracts
the attention to the extent of even being the object of criticism, which reflects the
vitality of a new eco-linguistic consciousness:
“pero na aldea como todo o mundo fala en galego bueno pues:: xa sólo por:: un pouco de
cortesía ou de:: meterte no:: (...) ambiente” (DG7: 846-8), “é como si vas a inglaterra co
inglés (...) o mismo ti vas máis a intentar falalo xa sólo pa decir estou aquí son coma vós
para unirte a eles (...) meterte no mundo” (DG7: 847-50), “coa xente que conoces non lle
vas falar o castellano” (DG7: 988), “cheghamos á aldea póñense a falar o castellano non
lle entende ninguén” (DG8: 748)
[“but in the country as everybody speaks Galician well:: just out of:: a bit of courtesy or
to get yourself into the swing of things” (DG7: 846-8), “it’s like if you go to England
speaking English (…) or even if you go to try to speak it just by saying I’m here I’m like
you to link up with them (…) getting into their world” (DG7: 847-50), “with people you
know you’re not going to speak in Spanish to them” (DG7: 988), “we get to the village
they start talking in Spanish nobody understands you” (DG8: 748)]
MD:

F:
A:
F:

que incluso pode estar mal visto agora o que está mal visto é fala::r castellano?
[that can even be looked down upon now what’s looked down upon is speaking
in Spanish?]
eu penso que a veces pode ser eh? = [I think it can be sometimes, you know?]
= na aldea si = [it is in the country]
= si a veces [(xx)]> [yes sometimes]
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R:
MD:
F:

<[(sobre todo cos) amigos xa] = [especially with friends]
= i por que? o sea <3> eso = [and why? in other words that]
= é que non pega [non pega]> [it’s just that it doesn’t sound right doesn’t sound
right]
(DG7: 780-6)

Another behaviour norm with which the ruralites identify themselves and that
constitutes a specific life style lies in the type of neighbourly relations established in
the rural world. Therefore, to be considered a member of the endogroup, it is not
sufficient to live in the country, but rather it is necessary to share this life style,
where relationships among neighbours are very closely knit —dense and multiple
social networks— as opposed to what is normally the case in towns, with low
density and low multiplicity social networks:
“na vida da aldea todos se coñecen (...) falas con todo o mundo” (DG7: 877-9)
“despois depende o que te asimiles o que te metas na aldea na vida da aldea na xente
porque hai xente que para vivir na aldea fai a súa casa i:: non sabemos nin que é (...) non
se relaciona” (DG7: 872-4)
[“everybody knows each other in the country (…) you talk to everybody”] (DG7: 877-9)
[“then it depends on what you assimilating what you put into the small village into small
village life into people because there are people who to live in the village make their
home and we don’t even know what they are (…) they don’t relate”] (DG7: 872-4)

Furthermore, ruralites have certain ideological beliefs in common, a very
important factor in group forming. On the one hand, they put themselves forward as
guardians of the language in the past and protagonists in its restoration and
reinforcement in the present and into the future:
“o que si está claro é que o galego sigue esis- sigue existindo gracias ós ós aldeanos á
xente coma min (...) si non chega a ser os aldeanos (...) houbérano borrado xa do mapa fai::
fai:: muitos anos porque cando se:: prohibía pois os aldeanos erre que erre” (DG4: 628)
“en nós vai estar de verdá o cambio” (DG7: 1379), “A: mentres haxa aldeas o galego non
morre / F: si niso estou dacordo con el” (DG7: 98-9), “e o galego si se está conservando
estase conservando nas aldeas (...) é donde... é donde se está conservando i donde se vai
a seguir conservando vai ser nas aldeas” (DG7: 1254)
“por que sigue vivo [o galego]? (...) gracias a que se mantivo no rural” (DG8: 363-5), “o
galego:: mantúvose deica agora gracias á lareira... durante séculos” (DG8: 1787)
“o que pasa que todo está... todo está en nós mismos non? e nós (xx) os gallegos (...) o
que esto siga a evolución de cara ben todo depende de nós” (DG9: 2050)
[“it’s plain to see that Galician still exi- still exists thanks to to villagers people like me
(…) if it weren’t for the villagers (…) they’d have scrubbed it off the map a long:: a long::
time ago because when it was:: forbidden well country people carried on”] (DG4: 628)
[“change is really going to lie with us”] (DG7: 1379), [“A: as long as there are small
villages Galician isn’t going to die / F: I agree with him on that”] (DG7: 98-9), [“and if
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Galician is being kept alive it’s being kept alive in the country (…) that’s where … that’s
where it’s being kept and where it’s going to carry on being kept alive is in the country”]
(DG7: 1254)
[“why does [Galician] carry on? (…) thanks to it being kept alive in the country”] (DG8:
363-5), [“Galician:: has been kept alive till today thanks to the hearth and home … for
centuries”] (DG8: 1787)
[“what happens is that it’s all … it’s all in ourselves isn’t it? it’s us (xx) the Galician
people (…) the fact that this carries on all depends on us”] (DG9: 2050)]

This discourse implicitly stands up for its ownership over the language —
Galician is theirs— since if it were not for them, it would have been lost. This same
topic —the villagers as guardians of the language— also appears in isolated cases
among the urbanites thus, “se sigue manteniendo por la gente de los pueblos” (“it’s
still preserved by the people in the country”) (DG5: 422). When this demand comes
from a ruralite, however, within an urban group (DG4), voices arise that attempt to
lessen its importance, adducing that country people did not speak Spanish because
they did not know how to (“porque tampoco sabían hablar el castellano”) [“because
they couldn’t speak Spanish either”] (DG4: 643), and not out of linguistic
consciousness. The difference between the use of Galician out of necessity —lack of
knowledge of Spanish— and its selective use, using one’s own free will, are noted at
this point, so that the ruralites insist on the latter viewpoint. In fact, as we can see
here, they convert their resistance and that of their ancestors towards Spanish, into a
group symbol.
More precisely, we note the different degree of interiorization of Galician
among the ruralites and the urbanites in their respective ways of constructing
discourse in terms of this issue. In clear contrast with the ruralites, the urbanites
usually speak of language revitalization in the third person or using an impersonal
construction, without involving themselves directly in the process:
“lo de que se intente conservar el gallego también me parece normal” (DG1: 302), “hay
que mantenerla (a lingua)” (DG1: 868-70), “si quieren mantenerla de verdad porque lo
que les interesa es mantener la cultura” (DG1: 875), “sería interesante conservarlo”
(DG2: 203)
[“the idea of trying to keep Galician seems normal to me too”] (DG1: 302), [“you have
to keep it up (the language)”] (DG1: 868-70), [“If they really want to keep it because
what they’re interested in is keeping the culture”] (DG1: 875), [ “it would be interesting
to keep it”] (DG2: 203)

Conversely, the ruralites insist on the fact that the use of Galician is on the rise
thanks to them, “porque a xente está tirando a máis” [“because people are making
more of an effort”] (DG7: 1177), “i o vamos facendo nós” (DG7: 764)” [“and it’s us
who are doing it”] (DG7: 764). As regards the lack of interest shown by the
authorities, in their opinion, all their efforts on revitalizing the language are focused
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on the people. At least in this aspect, they show considerable distrust towards the
politicians, so that their discourse is generally marked by a highly sceptical tone,
even going so far as to refer to a “cosmetic” language policy (“de maquillaxe”)
(DG8: 2049). In this regard, politicians also lie in the exogroup. Although they now
attempt to draw nearer to the people through the use of Galician —the people’s
language— this conduct is widely rejected by the ruralites, in other words, by those
who have spoken Galician all of their lives and not only since it has become
“fashionable”:
“a política é sempre eu creo que sempre vai a a:: remolque da: da vida (...) eles se
apuntan as medallas entendes? nada máis pero non fan nada” (DG7: 1388)
“paréceme que ós políticos tanto lle dá o idioma que vaias falar ou que deixes de falar
(...) con tal de que lle déa-lo voto” (DG7: 182-4)
“eu no tema dos políticos non creo muito / eu creo que son todos iguales” (DG8: 14078), “[os políticos] falan o galego pa presumir / porque lle convén e nada máis” (DG8:
119-20), “os políticos xa se sabe máis ou menos por qué poden facer todo non? por
intereses” (DG8: 207)
“[os políticos falan galego] porque vende” (DG9: 1504)
[“politics, I think, always lags:: lags behind life (…) they pin medals on themselves, you
know what I mean? nothing else but they don’t do anything else”] (DG7: 1388)
[“it seems to me that politicians couldn’t care less if you speak the language or if you
stop speaking it (…) as long as you give them your vote”] (DG7: 182-4)
[“as for politicians I don’t have too much faith in them / I think they’re all the same”]
(DG8: 1407-8), [“(politicians) speak Galician to show off / because it suits them and
nothing else”] (DG8: 119-20), [“politicians you know more or less the reason why they
do things, don’t you? out of interest”] (DG8: 207)
[“(politicians speak Galician) because it sells”] (DG9: 1504)

On this point, once again we noted a considerable difference from the urbanites
who, in general, do trust in the government —the Xunta of Galicia— as a protector
of the language (institutionalization), even despite their being aware of the fact that,
in many cases, the law is not applied, as occurs, for instance, in the use of Galician in
education. Although from this angle, they criticize the language policy in force, the
urbanites continue to focus on the government as the maximum responsible body for
the future of Galician. This contrasts sharply with the ruralites who, as we have just
seen, consider that the future of Galician exclusively depends on themselves.
C:
J:

no porque mientras haya [administración o algo así que diga]>
<[mientras esté la xunta y haya administración] y la administración esté
comprometida con el gallego no [yo creo que no va a desaparecer]>
(DG1: 749-750)
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C:
J:

no because as long as there’s [the administration or something of the sort]>
<[as long as there’s the xunta and there’s the administration] and the
administration is committed to Galician I don’t [think it’s going to disappear]>
(DG1: 749-750)

As far as the language is concerned, we should clarify the fact that Galician, a
group identification symbol for the ruralites, is a certain type of Galician, the type
spoken by “xente que o falou toda a vida” [“people who have spoken it all their
lives”] (DG7: 1270). This type of Galician is defined by opposition, so that all
geographical differences are abstracted —a fact of which the social actors are fully
aware— in order to construct a supra-dialectal variety opposed to the “new
Galician”. This “new Galician” has been introduced as a result of the standardization
processes —standard Galician. In fact, the ruralites make a clear distinction between
their Galician, the Galician “that has always been spoken” or “the Galician as it is
spoken in the country” from the “new”, “bookish” or “TV” Galician. This “new
Galician” is mainly recognized by two characteristics: the lexicon and its phonetic
characteristics and is associated with a particular group of speakers, namely the neospeakers, who are also characterized by their Spanish-speaking origins as opposed to
the Galicians who have always spoken the language, “xente que o falou toda a vida”
[“people who have spoken it all their lives” (DG7: 1270)]. On this issue, the ruralites
give considerable importance to the dimension termed by Fishman (1977) as
“paternity”, i.e., on the value of the language as a symbol of the collective roots
passed on from parents to children —cultural inheritance. Thus an intergroup
differentiation is established. This differentiation applies both to the Spanish
speakers —who are for the most part linked to the urban world— and the neoGalician speakers who use this other type of Galician. These neo-Galician speakers
are also located in the towns, but who are neither accepted into the endogroup. The
Galician spoken by the neo-speakers appears loaded with negative connotations,
associated with qualifying adjectives such as “asceptic”, “insipid”, “from the
dictionary”, “artificial”, “false”, “assumed”, “forced”, etc.8:
“falan en gallego pero non teñen pronunciación” (DG7: 439)
F:
a esos os diferencias tamén moi ben
MD:
ós que falan o galego de libro?
F:
si (si si porque é como) oír a tele ... si... son marabillosos
(DG7: 681-3)

8 One of the most serious problems in spreading the standard variety of Galician is that the majority of

presenters on Galicia’s television (television, without a doubt has become one of the most powerful
instruments for language broadcasting) belong to this group. Thus, those who have always been
Galician speakers fail to identify with them. They also reject the language that presenters endeavour to
spread, a standard Galician transmitted by the television with a Castilianized ortophony and which,
therefore, is seen as foreign.
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[“they speak in Galician but they haven’t got the pronunciation”] (DG7: 439)
F:
you can tell them apart really well
MD:
them who speak bookish Galician?
F:
yes (yes yes because it’s like) listening to the TV … yes … they’re wonderful
(DG7: 681-3)
“na televisión galega hai hai hai:: presentadores e presentadoras que o falan ben pero hai
outros que vamos que son eses e::h (...) de los que a mí no me gustan (que son) como
forzados non? entonces de:: deses galegos que que é unha inmensa maioría eh? os que
habían hoxe (xx) están cambiando un pouco pero había aqueles gallegos que eran
gallegos castellanizaos sabes? co:: co acento ese castellano” (DG9: 696-700)
[“on Galician television there are are are:: male and female presenters who speak
properly but there are others who, well, the ones I (…) don’t like myself (they’re) sort of
forced, you know? those Galicians that’s an immense majority, you know? those
nowadays (xx) they’re changing a bit but there used to be those Galicians that were
Castilianized Galicians you know? with:: with that Spanish accent”] (DG9: 696-700)

Consequently, the standard variety takes on these same connotations due to the
phonetic characteristics of the groups of speakers (the neo-speakers) with which it is
linked, being closer to Spanish (the dominant language for centuries) than to Galician.
In fact, the our informants insist on the fact that it is evident that it is people who have
learnt to speak Spanish first and who do not use Galician as their everyday language:
“o:: que máis noto i o que máis RABIA me dá incluso é que:: é xente que ti sabes e que
lle notas que:: falan siempre en español e que SOLO falan en:: gallego no momento no
que están alí” (DG4: 706)
“xente que está acostumbrada a falar o castelán que nunca falou galego” (DG7: 469)
“son personas ó millor que nin son galegas siquera” (DG8: 291)
“non me gustaba nada non? víase que era desa xente que sempre falou en castelán”
(DG9: 702)
[“what:: I notice more than anything and what makes me FURIOUS is that:: it’s people
who you know and who you can tell that:: they always speak Spanish and they ONLY
speak:: Galician while they are there”] (DG4: 706)
[“people who are used to speaking Spanish who’ve never spoken Galician”] (DG7: 469)
[“they’re people who might even not be Galicians”] (DG8: 291)
[“I didn’t like them at all, you know? you could tell that they were people who’ve always
spoken Spanish”] (DG9: 702)

Closely linked to this issue is the subject of language appropriation by those
who had forbidden its use in the past. The ruralites interpret the use of Galician by
the higher social classes as an act of condescension since these classes only use it to
address the “people” but “na súa familia e no seu círculo de amigos non o falan” [“in
family or in their circle of friends they don’t speak it”] (DG8: 176). They are very
concerned about the issue of language choice in terms of different domains,
especially about the fact that Galician used when talking to people in the country:
“falan o galego ante o público ante nós e despois...” [“they speak Galician in public
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when we are there and after”] (DG8: 14). This behaviour is particularly noted in
individuals belonging to the higher classes: politicians, radio and television
presenters, doctors, etc. The people are under the impression that politicians, etc.
speak Galician as a kind of strategy to draw near to the people, this being interpreted
as a condescension strategy (Bourdieu, 1982):
“a xente que fala o galego por aparentar eu o que non vexo ben os políticos médicos
xente culta xente que teñan os seus… que falan o galego ante nós (...) pero despois falan
despois falan sobre todo castelán” (DG8: 1618-20)
“e ós rapaces lle fala o castellano cando están na casa porque cando andan ó millor de
paseo e vén::: a xente da aldea ó millor pónselle a falar o gallego porque igual lle dá
corte que (lle sintamos) falarlle o castellano” (DG8: 733)
[“people who speak Galician to pretend to be something they’re not me I can’t take
politicians doctors cultured people people who have... speaking Galician in front of us
(…) but then later they speak Spanish more than anything”] (DG8: 1618-20)
[“and they speak Spanish to the children when they’re at home because when they go out
and they see::: people from the country they might start to speak in Galician because
they might feel embarrassed (if we hear them) speaking Spanish to them”] (DG8: 733)

The feeling of distancing is further accentuated because these groups generally
use a different linguistic variety. Therefore, the differences continue, although at
another level. The opposition Galician/Spanish is now replaced by an opposition
between two clearly differentiated varieties of Galician: traditional Galician and new
Galician, thus maintaining the intergroup separation.
Following Castell’s terminology (1997), the identity explained above may be
considered as a “resistance identity”, to the extent that it is generated by a social
group which for centuries, has held a stigmatized and dominated position in Galician
society, although quantitatively it is in the majority. For this reason, they develop a
resistance identity based on Galician, one of the elements used to stigmatize them in
the past, but which nowadays, with the arrival of democracy and the process of
linguistic standardization, is being re-valued even by the very same people who used
to look down on it. The highest degree of resistance is levelled precisely at these
people, since the ruralites who have always spoken Galician consider this change as
an attempt to appropriate their Galician (“o seu galego”), which constitutes an
example of commodification of the language (Fairclough, 1992; Heller, 2000). In
fact, urbanites’ taking over of Galician —a Castilianized Galician— is not accepted
by the ruralites who have always spoken Galician, among other reasons because they
consider it a way of “commercializing” the language, giving an ideological and
political use to Galician through its urbanization. At all times, they show their
considerable rejection towards this appropriation, by considering it a social injustice,
since it was they who kept the language alive in difficult times and, therefore, the
language “is theirs”. Furthermore, this appropriation causes the loss of power of the
localist identity built by themselves, as it is extended to Galicia as a whole.
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Although, as stated above, the intergroup difference is still maintained, but now in
terms of two linguistic varieties of Galician: “the Galician that has always been
spoken” on the one hand, and “the new Galician” on the other (traditional Galician
as opposed to standardized Galician). Of course, the urbanites, apart from not
speaking the same type of Galician, fail to comply with the other characteristics
required to belong to the endogroup.

Ruralites (country)

Urbanites (town)

Those who have always spoken Galician

Spanish speakers or neo-Galician speakers

Traditional Galician

Standard Galician

Localist resistance identity

As noted in the discursive extracts recorded so far, the discourse of rural
demand or of rurality are constructed more explicitly and with a higher level of
awareness among the young people residing in this habitat (DG7), and to a lesser
extent in the over thirties age group (DG8 and DG9) and in the ruralites residing in
Santiago as university students (DG6)9. As regards rural immigrants (DG4), since
their participation occurred along with urbanites and in a group formed in the town,
their discourse was, at all times, kept on an individual basis, as noted in the use of
the possessives (“a miña lingua”) [“my language”] and the first person singular
pronoun (“Eu” [“I”], as opposed to the plural (“nós”) [“we”]. In the case of rural
groups, following self-categorization in the first person (“eu son da aldea”) [I’m
from the country”], and the acknowledgement of the other participants as belonging
to the endogroup, the social actors now present themselves as a collective, expressed
in the discourse by the use of the plural: “falar quen fala? seguen falando os nosos
pais nós e a misma xente que (o) falaba hai dez anos penso eh?” [“speaking, who’s
speaking? they carry on talking about our parents us and the same people that spoke
(it) ten years ago, you know?”] (DG7: 65).
In conclusion, for the ruralites, the essence of Galician and of Galicia resides in
the rural world:
9 We also found some exceptions. For instance, in DG6, one informant, who is the daughter of Galician
speaking ruralites and whose family residence is in the country, although she lives in Santiago during
the academic course as a student, chooses the exclusive use of Spanish as her language option, and
consequently, does not consider herself a part of this localist identity.
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“a comunidade de galicia sigue sendo que somos un:: un pobo rural i:: agrícola” (DG7:
649), “a realidade galega non é o que hai en santiago nin o que hai en coruña esa é a
realidade castelán de galicia (...) a realidade galega é a que hai en calquera aldea que te
vaias por aí” (DG7: 1290-2) “a realidade (...) básica do galego no? que é unha realidade::
rural” (DG7: 1334-6), “que queres ser galegofalante i que non sepas a realidade (...) básica
do galego no? que é unha realidade:: rural xente que está na cidade” (DG7: 1334-6)
[“Galicia’s community is still the fact that we are a:: rural:: and farming people”] (DG7:
649), [“Galicia’s reality isn’t what there is in Santiago or what there is in Coruña that’s
the Spanish reality in Galicia (…) the Galician reality is what there is in any village you
care to go to”] (DG7: 1290-2), [“the basic (…) reality of Galicia, you know is that it is a
rural:: reality”] (DG7:1334-6), [“so you want to be a Galician speaker and you don’t
know the basic (…) reality of Galicia, is hat it is a reality:: a rural reality people who are
in the town”] (DG7: 1334-6)

In terms of this, in any urban group, the informers insist on the fact that the
future of Galician cannot depend on the rural habitat since “el futuro de galicia no
está en el rural (...) ahora el rural está:: minguando y (el futuro está en) las ciudades y
si en las ciudades no se habla gallego” [“the future of Galicia does not lie in the
country (…) now that the rural environment is:: decreasing and (the future is in) the
towns and if in the towns Galician is not spoken”] (DG5: 814-6). Also some ruralites
express their concern over the disappearance of the rural environment: “queda menos
rural cada vez” [“there’s less and less of the rural environment”] (DG8: 1842).
4.2. Being Galician = speaking Galician?
Apart from this localist identity constructed by the ruralites that have always
spoken Galician —a differentiated identity within Galicia itself— these individuals
also feel like Galicians in a generic sense, although now regardless of any linguistic
adscription. In fact, in this sense, a Spanish speaker is considered as Galician as a
Galician speaker. Thus we are not looking here at the relationship between identity
and language group. This second type of Galician identity is also found among the
Spanish speakers. The lack of association between identity and language is stated
explicitly thus, “yo soy gallega pero con eso no quiere decir que usTED me obligue a
hablar en gallego” [“I’m a Galician woman but that doesn’t mean to say that YOU
can force me to speak Galician”] (DG3: 189).
The Spanish speakers
The urbanite Spanish-speakers openly reject the link between “being or feeling
Galician” with the fact of “speaking the Galician language” or even of “having a
mastery of it”. In the case of these individuals, making language the key factor of the
Galician identity would involve denying that identity to themselves, since they are not
Galician speakers and the extent of interiorization of this language is low. In fact,
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there are many who even express a considerable linguistic lack of security in
Galician. Acknowledging that to feel Galician it is necessary to speak the language
itself —at least, historically— would lead them to an internal conflict with only two
possible solutions: either they would have to renounce their Galician identity —
something which they are not willing to do— or they would have to, at least, make an
effort to learn and speak Galician, an effort which they themselves regard as having to
be a considerable one. So instead of this, they develop a series of self-justification
strategies to avoid using Galician, which include their social origins as a Spanish
speaker (“ya desde pequeñita no me la enseñaron poco puedo hacer”) [“since I was a
little girl, they didn’t teach it to me, there’s not much I can do”] (DG3: 1151), the lack
of competence (“para hablarlo y hablarlo mal prefiero hablar castellano”) [“speaking
it and speaking it badly I prefer speaking Spanish”] (DG2: 304), etc., also
constructing a Galician identity where the use of the language is not essential10.
H:
A:
H:

“M:

“R:
H:
A:
H:

yo creo que es impor- es es un síntoma de cultura conocerlo y aprenderlo y
demás y dominarlo pero:: [te puedes sentir tan gallego]>
<[no tiene que (xx)]
como cualquier otro sin saber [(hablar) en gallego]>
(DG3: 1140-2)
“la lengua no tiene nada que ver pa que lo que es ser gallego” (DG3: 1149)
yo creo que por la influencia de la familia esta señora siempre habló gallego a
su hija y:: a lo mejor estuvo en un entorno GALLEGO:: y y::otros que no
hemos estado en el entorno ese gallego que no nos han hablado gallego de
siempre AUNQUE YO ME SIENTA GALLEGA” (DG4: 840)
[PUEDE] uno sentirse muy:: gallego a lo mejor igual aunque no:: no domine
la lengua” (DG5: 1141-76)
I think it’s impor- it’s a cultural symptom knowing it and learning it and all that
and mastering it but:: [you can feel so Galician]>
<[you don’t have to (xx)]
just like any other without knowing [(how to speak) Galician]>
(DG3: 1140-2)
“language has nothing to do with being Galician” (DG3: 1149)

10 In the case of the only ruralite who presented herself as a Spanish speaker (GD6), she constructed a

discourse identical to the one being analyzed, “puedes tener cualquier:: tienes la misma cultura y hablar
en cualquier idioma yo hablo:: castellano normalmente y sé hablar... sé hablar gallego y de hecho::
mucha gente me habla en gallego y yo lo entiendo perfectamente pero:: la cultura es la misma qué más
da hablar en uno que hablar en otro? si tú te sientes más cómoda hablando gallego habrá otra gente que
se sentirá más cómoda hablando castellano” [“you can whatever:: you have the same culture and speak
any language I normally speak:: Spanish … I can speak Galician and in fact:: many people talk to me in
Galician and I understand it perfectly but:: the culture is the same so what does it matter speaking in or
speaking in the other language? If you feel more at home speaking Galician there’ll be other people
who feel more at home speaking Spanish”] (GD6: 247).
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M:

R:

“I think that through her family’s influence this lady always spoke Galician to
her daughter and:: perhaps she lived in a GALICIAN environment:: and and::
others of us who haven’t lived in that Galician environment and haven’t always
talked to us in Galician ALTHOUGH I FEEL GALICIAN” (DG4: 840)
“[YOU CAN] feel very:: Galician perhaps even though you don’t: master the
language” (DG5: 1141-76)

In summary, from the viewpoint of this social group, the Galician identity does
not require —at least as a matter of necessity— to be inserted into Galician as the
normal everyday language, although the fact of not being a Galician speaker
certainly does require, as we have just seen, some self-justification. This identity
seeks more flexible identity reference points, among which Galician appears only in
a symbolic form, at the same level as traditional music, bagpipe music or the
national flag. We see, therefore, how its function is limited to a merely ritual role:
M:

M:
M:
MD:
M:
Ma:
MD:
Me:
M:
MD:
Me:
M:
Me:
MD:
Me:
M:
Me:

D:
Me:
D:
M:

de hecho ahora está surgiendo la gaita las:: el folclore gallego y todo eso que
antes no lo había no se vendían discos de esos ni de broma y ahora como
churros se venden porque yo en mi casa todos los tienen mis hijos =
= sí:
no tienen nada de esa música roquera ni nada todo es de folk gallego todo
y y y sin embargo e::h pensades que (a xuventude) que consume productos
galegos nese sentido que:: fala galego ou fala español? en xeral
yo creo que la mayoría hablan español
sí pienso que sí
que factores credes que hai detrás deso? =
= mira e::h [la prueba es]> que:: mi hijo
<[no lo saben]
no saben pero si aprenden na escola =
= no mi hijo =
= no saben seguirlo eh? (xx) la escuela =
= era::
a ver
es un defensor de galicia y de la lengua y todo sin embargo el habla castellano =
= por eso yo también hablo por los míos porque yo tengo a dos =
= y él tiene la bandera de galicia alli y el le:: le encanta pues todo lo que sea
relacionado con galicia y además dice hay que esto porque es de aquí y
conservarlo y tal y él habla castellano =
= y mis hijos igual =
= sí [algo choca ahí verdad?]>
<[(xx)] de veintitrés años y de veinte y lo mismo =
(DG4: 792-811)
In fact the bagpipes are coming onto the scene the:: Galician folklore and all
that there didn’t used to be any they couldn’t sell the records of that no way and
now they’re selling like hotcakes they sell because me in my house everybody
got them my children =
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M:
M:
MD:

M:
Ma:
MD:
Me:
M:
MD:
Me:
M:
Me:
MD:
Me:
M:
Me:

D:
Me:
D:

= yes:
they haven’t got any of that rock music none of all that it’s just all Galician folk
and and and nevertheless e:h you’d have thought that (young people) who
consume Galician products in that sense that:: they speak Galician or speak
Spanish? in general
I think that the majority speak Spanish
Yes, I think so
what factors do you think there are behind all this? =
= you see e::h [the test is]> that:: my son
<[they don’t know]
they don’t know but they learn at school =
= no my son =
they don’t know how to carry it on eh = (xx) school =
= he was::
let’s see
stands up for Galicia and the language and yet he speaks Spanish =
that’s why I’m speaking for my children because I’ve got two =
= and he has the Galician national flag there and he:: loves everything to do
with Galicia and he also says it’s because it’s from here and to keep it and so on
and he speaks Spanish =
= and my children as well =
= yes [there’s a bit of a contradiction there isn’t there?]>
<[(xx)] aged twenty three and twenty and the same =
(DG4: 792-811)

In reference to this, we also find some exceptions with a timid demand of the
relevance of one’s own language in identity construction, to the extent that it serves to
mark the differences further in terms of “the others”, an intergroup difference with
respect to the exterior, particularly in contrast with the other Spanish communities:
“yo creo que sí hay una cosa es diferente lo de extremadura que lo de galicia (...) lo de
galicia es más al tener un idioma propio es como más diferente al resto yo creo que sí”
(DG1: 861-3)
“no es una (xx) nacional pero evidentemente una parte de la cultura (...) una parte de lo
que tienes diferente del resto” (DG5: 1137-9)
[“I think that there is one thing that makes Extremadura different from Galicia (…)
Galicia with having its own language is sort of more different from the rest I think so”]
(DG1: 861-3)
[“it’s not a national (xx) but evidently a part of the culture (…) a part of what you have
that’s different from the rest”] (DG5: 1137-9)

The Galician speakers
It transpires that what is more relevant is the fact that, among the
Galician speakers, we also found this discourse which does not link language
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to the Galician identity —understood in the generic sense— as we note in the
following fragments:
L:
I:

L:
I:

<[(xx)] eu pódome sentir mui gallega e falar o castellano e quen me di a min
que non son gallega? por non falar: o gallego? = (...)
= eu penso que hai personas que desde nenas por as razóns que sean
aprenderon a:: fala-lo:: o castelán e síntense tan galegas coma min que:: que
falei toda a vida o:: gallego
(DG8: 1337-8)
<[(xx)] I can feel very Galician and speak Spanish and who’s going to tell me
that I’m not Galician? For not speaking Galician? = (…)
= I think that there are people who since they were little girls for one reason or
another learnt to speak it:: Spanish and they feel as Galician as me and:: I’ve
spoken:: Galician all my life
(DG8: 1337-8)

Note that in this case, Galician speakers do not use their language to establish
an intergroup opposition as far as Spanish speakers are concerned —as opposed to
what occurred in the construction of a localist identity—, i.e., they do not resort to
language as a differentiating factor. They also use the same justifying argument, as
we saw in the case of the urbanites: the Spanish social origin. Being a Galician or
Spanish speaker is attributed to the personal biography (they speak Spanish because
that was what they learnt in their childhood), without considering the possibility of
changing language. It appears, therefore, that the bi-univocal association of Galician
identity and language is interpreted as a bias in the sense that it may entail a certain
discrimination/marginalization towards Spanish speakers. As a consequence, nobody
is denied Galician identity for not speaking the native language (Galician).
We are, in summary, witnessing a broad-based identity, common to all
Galicians, which is constructed in terms of Galicia as a whole, as a unit, as opposed
to the rest of Spain and Europe, and which arises, therefore, as a need for
differentiation from the exterior. This is a matter of an assumed identity, both for
Spanish and for Galician speakers. We observe, however, in the ruralites that have
always spoken Galician, a need to become differentiated not only in terms of the
exterior, but also in terms of the interior, i.e., within the Autonomous Community of
Galicia itself. These people acknowledge themselves as Galicians, and likewise the
Spanish speakers, but they go one step further by defining a kind of second degree
of Galician-ness, which only refers to themselves. In this manner, they solve the
conflict that would involve them not accepting Galician identity for Spanish
speakers, to the extent that it may be interpreted as a discriminatory attitude, but at
the same time, it maintains their differentiated identity within Galicia, by resorting
to the strategy of creating a different identity at a more local level, i.e., one
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associated with a certain type of habitat in inland Galicia (the small village) using a
specific variety of the Galician language (traditional Galician as opposed to the new,
standardized Galician). In this way, they differentiate themselves not only from the
Spanish speaking Galicians, but also from the neo-Galician speakers, both groups
being associated with the urban world.
4.3. Galician identity as a national identity
As stated above, we consider localist identity as a resistance identity. However,
it is necessary to explain this point more fully as it is not the same type of resistance
in all cases. Firstly, it should be clarified that the generic Galician identity described
under the previous heading is a merely cultural one, with no implicit nationalist
connotations. Therefore, in none of the cases should the fact of considering oneself
Galician be interpreted as a demand for a differentiated nationality. It is a matter of a
cultural identity which should not be confused with a national or nationalist
identity, since we still come across the widespread concept of nation-state. On this
point, we agree with Fernández (2000: 54) who points to, “the importance still held
by the nation-state as a source of social identity” (our translation). Since the
ideology is maintained that equates a state with a nation, and the concept of a plurinational state has still not found acceptance, the Galician identity does not attain the
category of national, but it is rather passed over to the Spanish national identity:
“porque vale estamos en galicia pero también estamos en españa (...) pero es que::
cataluña lo veo que está dentro de un país y tampoco lo veo tan justo (...) claro pero:: un
gobierno autonómico es una autonomía pero está dentro de un:: de una nación” (DG3:
268, 275, 279)
[“because right we’re in Galicia but we’re in Spain too (…) but it’s just that:: Catalonia
the way I see it it’s within a country and I don’t see that as so fair (…) of course but:: an
autonomous regional government is an autonomy but it is within a: of a nation”] (DG3:
268, 275, 279)

The most relevant aspect lies in the fact that this identity is found both among
the Spanish speakers and among the Galician speakers, so that it is fully compatible
with the localist identity of the ruralites.
“y no por hablar gallego vas a sentirte sólo gallego yo de hecho mi familia es
gallegohablante de siempre y se consideran españoles” (DG5: 63)
“eu síntome española antes de nada eh?” (DG8: 830), “siempre eu galega pero síntome
española é decir para min a nación é españa (...) a min (iso) o país galego o país galego
o país vasco cataluña (me) son:: (...) respeto pero dáme a risa (...) é españa tamén
primeiro é españa (...) e despois sómo-lo resto” (DG8: 993-1001)
[“and not by speaking Galician are you going to feel just Galician me in fact my family
has always been Galician speaking and they consider themselves Spanish”] (DG5: 63)
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[“I feel Spanish more than anything, you know?”] (DG8: 830), [“I’m always Galician but
I feel Spanish in other words for me the nation is Spain (…) for me (that) the Galician
country the Galician country the Basque country Catalonia (me) I:: (…) respect but it
makes me laugh (…) it’s Spain as well first it’s Spain (…) and after it’s the rest of us”]
(DG8: 993-1001)

So, we see that the union of state = nation is maintained, but the third element,
language, however, is cut off. The latter which was traditionally associated with
state-nation. In fact, the traditional concept of state was based on the equation “State
= Nation = Language”11. In contrast, our informants acknowledge within the
Spanish nation-state, different cultural identities (not necessarily national identities)
which, in some cases, as occurs with the local identity of the ruralites, may be
associated with a language different (Galician) from the state language.
As regards the survival of the nation-state concept, we find some informants
who supports a non-state Galician national identity and in this case, language does
take on considerable importance as a central element of the same:
“O: pero é que (xx) é que tamén se está ven- tamén:: muito desde un:: punto de vista da
realidade política é dicir da realidade (territorial) é dicir que esto sexa un:: estado non?
onde hai varias:: mmh onde hai varia- varias nacións i tal é diferente non:: non van
todos (facer) fronTERAS simplemente son territorios cunha lingua distinta i porque esto
sexa españa non quere decir que haxa que que:: que vamos que:: que que teña que haber
esa diferencia i que no no:: a min español aquí e neste sitio e neste i neste POIS NON i
si vas a francia pois tes que estudiar en francés por que? porque (estás nunha)
comunidade onde todos están en francés I SI queres comunicarte te comunicas te has de
comunicar en francés i si vas a cataluña” (DG6: 511)
[“O: but what happens (xx) is that it’s also the case – as well:: a lot from a:: point of view
of political reality in other words from (territorial) reality in other words that this is a::
state, you know? where are there several:: mmh where there are seve- several nations
and so on it’s different, isn’t it: it’s not all (making) BORders simply territories with a
different language and just because this is Spain doesn’t mean to say that we have to to::
that we’re going to:: to to have to have that difference and not not:: for me Spanish here
and in this place and here and here BUT NO and if you go to France well you have to
study French why? Because (you’re in) a community where everything is in French
AND IF you want to get yourself understood you have to communicate in French and if
you go to Catalonia”] (DG6: 511)
MD:
B:
O:

con... que importancia pensades que ten para a identidade o galego?
crees que si que? =
= (xx) fundamental na [(xx)]>
<[e que é fundamental] =

11 The origin of the modern Nation-State dates back to the French Revolution, but although the formula

extends world-wide, only in some cases has it become consolidated. The French Nation-State
constitutes one of the paradigmatic examples of this.
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B:
Ma:
O:

MD:
Mt:
O:

MD:
B:
O:
B:
Ma:
O:

MD:
Mt:
O:

= o sea o:: o:: o TEU IDIOMA podes::
pero é que eu creo que o galego non se vai perder en (xx)
é que o... é que a lingua é o que diferencia é... é... é o que diferencia
vamos o que:: o que son as culturas é dicir que diferencia hai [entre::
un chino::]>
<[vós pensades tamén::] =
= (hai) unha parte de cada un:: =
= é que ti que:: non (ves) ningunha diferencia real entre un africano i
un chino simplemente que falan diferente porque son persoas iguais e
teñen (xx) raros pero iso non quere decir é dicir si se entenderan
tuveran o idioma entonces:: o idioma é fundamental porque é de onde
se parte i de onde unha... parte a cultura i o idioma [(xx)]>
(DG6: 237-45)
with … what importance you thought Galician had for identity? Do
you think that? =
= (xx) fundamental in [(xx)]>
<[and that it’s fundamental] =
= in other words your:: your:: YOUR LANGUAGE you can:
but what happens is that I think that Galician isn’t going to be lost in
(xx)
what happens is … is that language is what makes the difference it’s
… it’s … it’s what makes the difference:: what cultures are in other
words that make the difference [between:: a Chinese person::]>
<[you think that too::] =
= (there’s) a part of each:: =
= it’s just that you:: you don’t (see) any real difference between an
African and a Chinese just that they speak differently because they
are people all the same and they have (xx) odd but that doesn’t mean
to say if they understood each other they had the language then::
language is essential because that is where culture and language
come from [(xx)]>
(DG6: 237-45)

In this discourse, in contrast with the previous one, we see how the equation
“nation = language” is clearly maintained, while the equivalence “state = nation”
breaks down, calling for the possibility of a pluri-national state. We also consider
this national Galician identity as a resistance identity, as opposed to the cultural
identity integrated in the Spanish nation, which contributes to keeping up the idea of
a single unified state. This is a matter of a different type of resistance to that found in
the local identity of the ruralites, so that, depending on the case in point, both
identities may be accompanied or may manifest themselves independently. In
summary, the ruralites that have always spoken Galician may link their differentiated
localist identity to the national demand, in other words, to the demand of a Galician
nationality distinct from the Spanish or otherwise, making their localist identity
compatible with a cultural Galician identity integrated in the Spanish nation. On the
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other hand, it is also possible for the nationalist demand to derive from non-ruralite
groups, i.e., from the Galician identity in a generic sense, although in this case it
does appear to be accompanied, necessarily, by a demand from Galician as the first
language of Galicia, although it may be formulated by Spanish speaking subjects.
5. Conclusions
The data analyzed above allows us to confirm the fact that, in Galicia, we are
witnessing the construction of a localist identity, as a result of resistance to
globalization and the cultural homogenization that it implies. The main reference point
for this identity is the Galician language, although as stated earlier, it is by no means
the only one. Those, we observe how the current globalizing movements, contrary to
what was initially expected, may end up providing a new boost to minority, peripheral
languages, since it is precisely within this global context that its localist character
acquires an enormous symbolic capital. In the case of Galicia, it is the ruralites who
have always spoken Galician, linked to the rural habitat, who develop this cultural,
localist identity, in opposition to the Spanish speakers and neo-Galician speakers, linked
to the urban habitat. Precisely for this identity to function with all its potential, those
who have always spoken Galician, who present themselves as protagonists of the
guardianship and fostering of Galician, reject the fact that other social groups should
begin to use “their language” (Galician). They consider this attitude as an attempt to
appropriate themselves of their identity, based on symbols and values that they have
known how to preserve over the centuries and through which language takes on a
special importance, their vernacular tongue, not the new standard Galician.
Nevertheless, despite the forming of this resistance identity linked to the language
(the ruralites’ local identity), we found no clearly constructed national identity based on
this same reference point. In fact, the discourse demanding a different nationality within
the state and which resorts to language as its main diacritical, does not arise as a solidly
structured collective discourse, but rather appears in an isolated form and, in some
cases, with diffuse reference points. For this reason, we consider that a “project
identity” has not been established in Galicia, or at least, only at a very low level. In other
words, in modern day Galicia, the Galician language is seen as an indubitable
structuring element of a cultural, but not so much of a national, identity.
To conclude we provide a schematic presentation of the different types of
identities described in this article12. However, we should not overlook the fact that
12 As in any schematic representation of society, this is, needless to say, a simplification. We should
point out that in the group of Galician speakers developing a localist identity, we also find town
dwellers, especially those who, either themselves or their parents, come from the rural environment and
who, therefore, use vernacular varieties of Galician and not the standard Galician of the neo-speakers.
As we have already seen, this difference becomes particularly relevant.
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only in the case of the localist identity is a clear and close relationship established
with language (Galician), whereas in the case of the Galician identity, understood in
the generic sense, the role of Galician as a diacritic is far more limited. It is reduced
to a liturgical or ritual function where its preservation is important only in this
respect —its use is reduced to public acts, artistic manifestations (music or theatre),
toponomy and anthroponomy, etc.— but not as a language for daily use. Thus, in the
localist identity only those who have always been Galician speakers are admitted,
whereas this latter identity also embraces the Spanish speakers:
Galician speaking (ruralites) → Localist identity → Galician identity = Cultural identity (within
the Spanish nation)
Galician speaking (ruralites) → Localist identity → Galician identity = National identity (within
the National identity)
Spanish urbanites or neo-Galician speakers → Galician identity = Cultural identity (within the
Spanish nation)
Spanish urbanites or neo-Galician speakers → Galician identity = National identity

Appendix 1: Sociolinguistic profile of discussion groups
When designing the groups, as control variables we selected the level of
education, age and original habitat of the subjects involved. As far as the level of
education was concerned, we set out to avoid forming groups with units unable to
communicate with each other. In this way, we were able to guarantee a certain degree
of intra-group symmetry which, at least in a certain sense, avoided a greater
argumentative capacity or greater command of specific terminology would lead to
some participants standing out above the others, giving these the power and control
of the group while silencing the rest. For this reason, we ensured that no informer
had a professional relationship with the world of language. The choice of age and
place of residence is justified by being the two most outstanding variables to explain
the social distribution of the linguistic varieties in Galicia. Quantification of the
linguistic variation is very clear in this respect: the most unfavourable profile for the
use of Galician corresponds to the younger population residing in one of the seven
urban centres (Seminario de Sociolingüística, 1995). On the other hand, as we climb
the age scale and as the degree of ruralness increases, in a more or less proportional
manner, the use of Galician, especially of traditional Galician, also increases.
In terms of the habitat, we looked for the extremes, i.e., we formed groups both
in the most rural habitat (“small villages”) and in the centre of towns13, leaving out
the intermediate points, such as the small towns and villages. Thus, when we talk of
“ruralites”, it is important to note that we refer to the maximum degree of ruralness.
13 Urban groups were conducted in the town of Vigo, the most urbanized and industrialized in Galicia
(with approximately 300,000 inhabitants).
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A brief description follows of the most important features of each of the nine
groups involved in this work:
Discussion Group 1: University students. Urban habitat.
In the case of the five participants in this group, their socialization —both at
primary and secondary levels— took place in the town of Vigo (Galicia, Spain), so
that we may consider them as urbanites.
Intra-group heterogeneity arose through the different linguistic characteristics of
their members. Three of them are initial Spanish speakers and normally speak
Spanish. Also, their parents only use this language. The other two participants, on the
other hand, are initial bilinguals and, in fact, their parents normally speak Galician.
Discussion Group 2: Under 28 year olds with primary or secondary school
education. Urban habitat.
All the participants in this group were born and have always lived in Vigo, with
the exception of one, who was born in Madrid but resides there since the age of
seven. Therefore, as in the previous group, they are young people and urbanites. The
only difference between these first two groups is the level of education. In this
group, none of the participants had attended university. Once again, intra-group
heterogeneity is the result of the different linguistic characteristics of its members.
Three participants have Spanish as their initial and daily language (one chose the
option “more Spanish than Galician”, while the other two opted for “only Spanish”)
and their parents are also Spanish speakers. The other two live, on the other hand, in
a Galician-speaking family environment and state that they normally speak “more
Spanish than Galician”. These two informers belong to parishes in the peri-urban
area of Vigo, whereas in the case of the informants with Spanish speaking parents,
the family resided in the town centre.
Discussion Group 3: Persons aged from 30 to 40, with primary or secondary
school education. Urban habitat.
All members of the group reside in Vigo and are Galicians by birth —both they
and their parents— with the exception of one informants from Zamora, although
from the area bordering on Galicia (the so-called exterior Galicia). In fact, only she
and another female participant belong to Galician speaking families. Thus, while
these two participants claim that they speak “more Galician than Spanish”, the
others acknowledge that they are exclusively or mostly Spanish speaking and we
only found the presence of Galician among their ancestors in the generation of their
grandparents. In summary, this groups comprises urbanites belonging to the middle
socio-economic class. They are mostly Spanish speaking: out of the six participants,
only two have Galician as their initial language and normally speak it.
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Discussion Group 4: Persons aged from 40 to 50, with primary or secondary
school education. Urban habitat.
This was the only case in which we deliberately looked for heterogeneity in
terms of the geographic origin of the informants, the aim being for this difference to
highlight the linguistic consequences. Three of the participants were born in a small
village, in their youth having moved to Vigo where they now live. In line with their
rural origins, these subjects speak Galician as their initial language. As far as the
Vigo natives are concerned, three speak mostly Spanish which is their initial
language, while the fourth mostly uses Galician and acknowledges herself as an
initial bilingual. In any case, we should differentiate this informants from the other
three, since they were born and live in the town centre, the latter belongs to the periurban area. As in other groups, we noted that this difference is important, since the
presence of Galician in the peri-urban area is far greater. In summary, on the one
hand, this group mixes immigrants from the rural environment with born and bred
urbanites, and on the other, habitual Galician speakers with mostly or exclusively
Spanish speakers.
Discussion Group 5: Persons aged from 30 to 40 with higher education.
Urban habitat.
All the informants in this group currently live in Vigo and the majority are
Galicians, with the exception of one, who is Asturian and has only lived nine years in
Galicia and another born in Cádiz, although as he himself says “yo me he criado
aquí me considero de galicia no y me considero gallego” [“I’ve been brought up here
and consider myself to be from Galician, you know, and I consider myself to be
Galician”] (DG5: 13). This is a highly homogenous group in terms of the initial and
habitual language spoken. All participants mostly or exclusively use Spanish.
Furthermore, all are initial Spanish speakers, with the sole exception of one female
informer, who learnt to speak in both languages.
Discussion Group 6: University students. Rural habitat.
Eight students, resident during the university course in Santiago de
Compostela, participated in this group, but who are from rural Galicia, their family
residence being in a village or small village.
This group is fairly homogenous in terms of linguistic profile. Firstly, all the
informants are from Galician-speaking families, since according to the information
that they provided, all their ancestors are Galician speakers, in the generations of
their parents and grandparents. Thus, as was to be expected, the majority state having
Galician as their initial language, either exclusively or, as in two cases, alongside
Spanish. Only one person stated having learnt to speak only in Spanish, despite her
parents being Galician speakers. This informer is the only one to state using Spanish
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exclusively as her normal language and, in fact, she is the only one to use it in the
course of the debate. In the other cases, four participants chose the “only Galician”
option, another two were mostly Galician speakers and finally, one informants
mostly used Spanish.
Discussion Group 7: Persons under 28 years of age with primary or secondary
school education. Rural habitat.
In this group, all the informants and their families are ruralites and are also
from Galician speaking families. Consequently, Galician was the first language
transmitted to them by their parents. As far as their habitual language is concerned,
three of them stated that they use Galician exclusively, a fourth opted for the
majority use of this language, whereas the final informants uses Galician less
frequently than Spanish. This scale from a greater to a lesser use of Galician is
caused by the social networks in which they are integrated, since language shift in
the final two informants always occurs to adapt to the interlocutor.
Discussion Group 8: Persons aged from 30 to 41, with primary or secondary
school education. Rural habitat.
As in the previous group, here we find ruralites with only primary or secondary
school education. The difference between both lies, therefore, in the age of the
informants.
From a linguistic point of view, all the participants state having Galician as their
initial language and also as the language habitually used. Two informants mark the
option “only Galician”, whereas the rest state that they speak “more Galician than
Spanish”. Additionally, they all state that both their parents and their grandparents are
Galician speakers, with one single exception: one informer identifies her mother as a
Spanish speaker (in fact, she is the only one to acknowledge herself as an initial
bilingual).
Discussion Group 9: Persons aged from 40 to 50, with primary or secondary
school education. Rural habitat.
Once again, this is a group comprising ruralites with no higher education,
although covering a higher age range than in the previous groups. All belong to
Galician-speaking families and, as a result, speak Galician as their initial language.
Currently, they also claim themselves to be Galician speakers, exclusively (two of
them) or mostly (the remainder of the group).
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Appendix 2: Transcription conventions
[abc ]>
<[ def ]
(xx)
:
=
...
<>
CAPITALS

truncated segment
voices overlapping
unintelligible fragment
sound lengthening
superimposed voices
short pause (less than 0.2 sec.)
pause lasting more than two seconds
enhanced volume of certain sounds
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